
Chapter 166:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
WHAT KIND OF DIFFERENCE IS THIS SPECIAL
TREATMENT?
Green hair squinted at Lu Yuan and the others, then smiled:

"Zhu Zhengyang's strength is good, but unfortunately he is not qualified as a soldier."

Zhu Zhengyang recovered, a touch of shame and annoyance appeared on his face, and
he refused to accept:

"This is just a competition! How would I have thought that the man would have lost his

life?! I admit that I underestimated the enemy before! But if I did it again, I would
never make the same mistake!"

green hair squinted and smiled:

"Oh? If you fight for your life, would you like it?"

Zhu Zhengyang was taken aback, looking at the green hair and squinting his eyes, a
little unclear.

green hair squinted and smiled and said:

"As a soldier, you will always face an enemy whose strength exceeds yours. You know
that if you fight a battle, you will die, will you still fight hard?"

Zhu Zhengyang opened his mouth, not knowing what to say.

He is a genius in the genius camp, his father is the king of war, and he has a great
future.

If it develops smoothly, it is very possible to become a king of war in the future.

In the face of an unbeatable opponent, will he desperately?
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He opened his mouth and said, "Why do you want to fight if you know you can't beat
it? Isn't this stupid?"

The green hair squinted his eyes and his expression remained the same, his voice was
still gentle, and he smiled and said, "What if your hometown is behind you? What if

you are a comrade-in-arms behind you? Are you willing to sacrifice your life for your

comrades-in-arms and relatives? Strive for a silver lining?"

After hearing this, Zhu Zhengyang fell silent.

Green hair squinted and said nothing, just smiled and said:

"Well, classmate Zhu Zhengyang, your test is over, let's be the next one."

Zhu Zhengyang turned around silently, stepped off the ring, and returned to Lu Yuan's
group.

At this moment, Lu Yuan and the others are still silent.

Even if it is Lu Yuan, listening to the green hair squinting, he can't help asking himself,
if it is him, will he?

He has an Evolution Cube. As long as he develops smoothly, he will surely become
God of War, even above God of War.

Before that, facing an unbeatable opponent, would he not retreat?

Lu Yuan could not answer by himself.

is not only Lu Yuan, but the other people are also in a trance.

Seeing a few people in a daze, the green hair squinted his eyes and spoke again:

"Next, who of you will come up?"

Everyone recovered, McGonagall slowly said:

"Let me go."

He stepped on the ground, soared into the air, and came to the ring.



McGonagall's face was solemn, and he slowly said:

"My name is McGonagall, the leader of the second-order peak, assassination system,
please advise."

After Zhu Zhengyang's incident, McGonagall's attitude and previous unhappiness have
changed somewhat.

"Let me do it."

A tall man with a square face and short hair like a hedgehog stood up.

He jumped onto the ring, and the ring shook slightly.

Looking at McGonagall, the man grinned:

"Lu Fu, second-tier pinnacle boss, guardian, please advise."

The two did not say anything extra, and they fought together in the ring.

McGonagall uses two short swords with extremely fast speed, while Rufu wears a
heavy armor, holding a huge shield and a warhammer.

Although McGonagall's speed is extremely fast and his body skills are not weak, Lu Fu,
as a second-tier boss fighter, can steadily defend against McGonagall's attacks.

Even if I get hurt sometimes, it's just a small injury that doesn't hurt or itchy.

This high-efficiency and steady defensive ability surprised Lu Yuan, his shield was so
good.

Every movement of the shield is like a textbook. This is a defense technique learned
from life and death.

The battle between the two continued for a period of time. As time passed, the spiritual
power of the two was consumed enormously, and the power of combat skills became
weaker.

Although McGonagall is the peak leader, his spiritual power surpasses Lu Fu.



But he was on the offensive side, and compared to Lu Fu, the cost was originally
greater.

By this time, both of them gradually suffered some injuries.

McGonagall was only slightly injured, and Lu Fu had a lot of bone wounds on his
body.

even has a hideous sword mark on his face.

But Lu Fu didn't say a word, always resisting McGonagall's attack steadily. In the end,
in one of McGonagall's attacks, Lu Fu actually gave up the huge shield that could be
regarded as a lifeline in his hand. When McGonagall was caught off guard, He hugged
McGonagall with his body, allowed McGonagall's two short knives to pierce his chest
and abdomen, and then stopped the warhammer in front of McGonagall.

After McGonagall surrendered, Lu Fu lost too much blood and fell.

McGonagall almost pierced his heart with a knife.

McGonagall's defeat made the genius camp genius who came here a little doubt about
life.

They also found that compared to these soldiers, they would indeed subconsciously
keep their hands and look forward and backward.

Even when the opponent exchanges his life, he also subconsciously dodges.

This kind of fierce energy that even saves his own life is not something that the genius
young girls of the genius camp can have.

Even if he consciously wants to fight back when the opponent changes his life, the body
does not listen to the call of the brain at all, and involuntarily retreats, avoids, and flees.

This is the instinct to survive, as a human being, instinctively avoid death.

It is difficult to resist the survival instinct of living beings and truly face death directly.

Those who can do this are obviously worthy of respect.



The next competition became bloodier than before.

As the geniuses of the genius camp, they all have their own arrogance. They don't want
to lose anything when they face people whose hard power is not as good as their own.

Even Yan Jing, as a woman, has a fierce look in her eyes, she has a touch of fierceness
during the test, and even her arm is broken in the end.

Fortunately, they all have quite good healing potions, and coupled with the healing
gene warriors in the barracks, the recovery is still very fast.

Soon, all nine people except Lu Yuan finished the test.

In addition to Zhu Zhengyang and McGonagall at the beginning, they still couldn't
adapt, and the people behind were more psychologically prepared.

In the case of hard power surpassing the opponent, relatively speaking, the probability
of victory is also greater.

Of the nine people, four lost and five won.

"There is one last person."

The green hair squinted and looked at Lu Yuan, with the same smile on his face.

Lu Yuan's body disappeared in place and instantly appeared on the ring.

His gaze swept across the fiery, war-inspiring guards below, grinning:

"Lu Yuan, the second-tier primary lord, guardian, please advise."

Lu Yuan's words silenced the atmosphere.

The originally fierce guard soldiers were stunned, and the fighting spirit in their eyes
faded directly.

The strong man with mechanical eyes who was standing on the ring with the green hair
and squinted before suddenly raised his head and looked at Lu Yuan. The red light in
the mechanical eyes flickered, and the hands that were originally held on his chest were
lowered.



The red-haired woman next to her also raised her head and looked at Lu Yuan, with a
hint of surprise in her eyes, looking at Lu Yuan on the ring.

Even the green hair who hadn't gone down on the ring squinted his eyes, and his
originally squinted eyes opened a small slit.

He looked at Lu Yuan and smiled:

"Unexpectedly, we could still encounter a young Tianjiao who is a natural lord in the
256 barracks."

Lu Yuan was taken aback, then smiled:

"Legion Commander, I am not a born lord."

"Not a born lord?"

The green hair squinted in a bit of amazement, and the slits opened a little bit more.

The eyes of the brawny man with mechanical eyes and the red-haired woman below all

showed a touch of astonishment, and some looked at Lu Yuan in disbelief.

The guards' eyes widened, and they couldn't help whispering.

The green hair squinted his eyes and looked at Landing Yuan with a little shock, and
slowly said:

"...You are an ordinary awakened genetic warrior?!"

Lu Yuan nodded: "Yes."

The green hair squinted his eyes and the corners of his mouth twitched slightly. The
look in Lu Yuan's eyes changed, and he couldn't help but mutter.

"... Ordinary awakening, but in the second tier, has the lord-level gene burned? There

is such a monster? How can the genius camp be willing to let you out?"

Several people below McGonagall: "???"



When they heard this, their faces turned dark, and they looked at the green hair and
squinted silently.

This guy didn't say that to them before. He also said before that the geniuses in the
genius camp are all flowers in the greenhouse, which is not suitable as a soldier.

It's better now. When it comes to Lu Yuan's younger brother, he just said that the
genius camp shouldn't let him out?

What kind of difference is this special treatment?

It's not just them, even Lu Yuan has a weird face when he hears this, and it feels a bit
outrageous.

seems to have noticed the weird look in Lu Yuan and others' eyes, and the green hair
squinted his eyes back to his senses.

His eyes narrowed again, and he said gently:

"You don't need to compete anymore."

Lu Yuan was taken aback, and some did not understand: "Why?"

Green hair squinted and smiled: "We are not geniuses like you. Among Tier 2 fighters,
the strongest genes are recorded at the boss level. If your opponent is your opponent,
Tier 2 bosses and Tier 2 bosses can barely do it. In the First World War, the gap
between the second-tier boss and the second-tier lord is too great to fight."

Lu Yuan: "……"

He is a bit speechless. He originally wanted to perform well, and then get a position
where he can get more combat exploits, so that he can get more credits.

Unexpectedly, I just won't let him compare?

Lu Yuan looked serious and said:

"Report to the commander of the legion! Since there is no comparison, then I request to
join the most dangerous position."



Lu Yuan's words stunned everyone present again.

As a truly top genius, you want to get into the most dangerous position?

The green hair squinted for a moment, and looked up and down at Landing Yuan a little
weirdly:

"What about the reason?"

Lu Yuan smiled and said: "Does the most dangerous position mean that there are more
military exploits? This time our school's mission requires military exploits to exchange
credits, and I am quite short of credits."

"Heh~ Classmate Lu Yuan, you are quite straightforward." Green hair squinted and
smiled.

"Recently, the restricted area has changed. I am afraid that it will not take long for a

beast wave to erupt. At that time, no matter what position you are in, as long as you are
a guard army, you will have no less battle achievements... Of course, if you want the
most battle achievements, I can let you Join the vanguard. The vanguard will withstand
the frontal impact of the beast tide, and the death rate is very high. Are you sure?"

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up: "Did you really have the most combat exploits?"

"……"

The green hair squinted to see Lu Yuan’s excited expression. His face was a bit weird.
It seems that the question I just asked is not this, right?

However, he nodded and replied:

"Really the most."

"Then I'm sure!" Lu Yuan paused, thinking of something, and said:

"By the way, the beast tide hasn't started yet, so is the vanguard's military exploits?"

The green hair squinted and twitched the corners of his mouth, and then showed a
smirk:



"...I want you to join the vanguard's scout team! Before the tide of beasts begins, I will
be responsible for investigating the movement of the beasts in the responsible area of
  our camp. It is guaranteed to have the most combat achievements! However, the
death rate of the scout team is more than 60% every year! Join?"

Lu Yuan is satisfied:

"This is the scout regiment! Thank you legion commander! Legion commander, you are
such a good person!"

Upon hearing this, the faces of all the guards, including the legion commander, were
very strange.

The vanguard's scout group has a mortality rate of more than 60% all year round.

Such a genius, can’t wait to join such a death department, not to mention that the
commander of the legion is a good person?

I'm afraid this person is not a lunatic, right?

Everyone looked at Lu Yuan's eyes a little strange.

Even McGonagall was a little dumbfounded.

"Hey hey hey...really?! Schoolboy Lu Yuan wants to join the vanguard scout team with

a mortality rate of more than 60%?!"

Zhu Zhengyang opened his mouth, a little dazed.

Yan Jing also stared dumbfoundedly:

"...Senior Lu Yuan, this is too hard, right?! For the credits, aren't you afraid to die?"

"For a genius like Lu Yuan Xuedi, as long as he cultivates steadily, he must be a strong
one in the future. Isn't this a bit too desperate?"

Everyone is in line.

McGonagall twitched the corners of his mouth, his face ugly: "...I will persuade him
later!"



On the ring, the green hair squinted and stared at Lu Yuan in a daze. After regaining his
senses, he slowly said:

"You can join the Vanguard Scouts. However, joining the Vanguard Scouts requires

strength. Let me see your strength."

Lu Yuan was taken aback: "Didn't you say I don't have to try?"

Green hair squinted and smiled:

"I didn't use it before, but what you want to join is the Vanguard Scout Group...
Although Tier 2 can't find a boss to fight you, there are still bosses at Tier 3. Grote,
come on."

Hearing the words of the green hair and squinting his eyes, a blond man stood up,
turned into an afterimage, and instantly appeared on the ring.

He looked at Lu Yuan with a hearty smile:

"It's really a newborn calf who is not afraid of tigers. The second-tier has burned the
lord-level gene. It is a little monster, but it is going to die. Unless you beat me
~www.mtlnovel.com~, don't go."

Lu Yuan heard this and looked at the blond man.

He also understood that Grote should be concerned about him.

After all, the death rate of the scout group is a bit high, should this guy not want him to

die?

Lu Yuan smiled and said:

"Thank you sir for your concern, let me give it a try."

Upon hearing this, Green Hair squinted at him and smiled slightly:

"In that case, let's start."

His body floated down on the ring, leaving the ring to Lu Yuan and Grote.



The two stood opposite each other, Grotte said with a hearty smile on his face:

"I won't introduce the name, I'm a low-level boss of Tier 3, not long after I broke
through, attack a fighter, fight?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "I also introduced it just now, let's get started."

A black gold battle armor appeared on Lu Yuan's body, and a black gold epee nearly
two meters long appeared in his hand.

put on the genetically armed Lu Yuan, the powerful momentum surged, making Grote's
smile stiff.

The original relaxed expression slowly disappeared, his eyes looked at Lu Yuan with
shock and solemnity.

The keen intuition of fighting on the battlefield all the year round told him that the land
border in front of him is very dangerous, very dangerous.

As a Tier 3 low-level boss, facing the Tier 2 low-level lord in front of him, he actually
felt a fatal threat? !

What are you kidding? ?
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